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One of the things I’ve always found is that you’ve got 
to start with the customer experience and work 
backwards to the technology.

Steve Jobs 
Apple Worldwide Developers Conference (1997)

$1 trillion market cap (August, 2018)



42% of startups report 
failing due to a lack of 
product-market fit



Ash adapted from IDEO 
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Customer Development



A startup is a temporary organization used to search 
for a repeatable and scalable business model.

The customer development process is the way 
startups quickly iterate and test each element of their 
business model.

Steve Blank
The Four Steps to the Epiphany (2005)



Search Execution

Customer development process



Search
- Discovery — testing whether the 

business model is correct by talking to 
customers, creating a prototype, and 
running experiments to see if the 
product solves a customer pain  

- Validation — developing a sales 
model that you can replicate, so you 
get ready to sell, sell to early 
adopters, and develop positioning 

Customer discovery and validation  



- Customer creation — scaling the 
business model you validated to 
create and drive more user demand

- Company building — transitioning 
from learning and discovery to 
well-oiled machine for execution

Customer creation and company building 
Execution



4 phases of 
customer discovery



Lean canvas

Discovery interviews 

User research 

Product-market fit?????



Lean Business Model Canvas



Create a LeanStack account to use Ash Maurya’s online tool for documenting 
iterations of your lean business model canvas 
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1 – customer segments  

- Your target market – who will purchase your product 

- You can get specific enough to list out your different “personas” 

- Customers are not always users – who pays and who cares can be different 
(i.e., customers pay us, but the end-user might be someone else) 

- Just like user personas, you can have customer personas 

- Early adopters aren’t just more likely to adopt tech, in general, they are the 
people who need your product the most and are looking for solutions 

- The early success of your business is highly dependent on this group 



2 – problem   

- Identify your users’ top 1-3 problems, though you can list more over time 

- User research will uncover the pain points

- Even before conducting user research, you can try to get down to the core of 
the pain points by using the 5 “why’s” method  

- Identify users’ main frustrations, how these turn into needs, what their desired 
outcomes are and, ultimately, how all of this translates into their pain points 

- Existing alternatives give you insights about potential pain points, as well as 
positioning and pricing 



3 – unique value proposition (UVP)  

- Single, clear, compelling message that turns an unaware visitor into an 
interested prospect (different personas can have different UVPs). Your first 
battle is to get noticed, so offer a solid solution to a target users’ problem 

- One of the hardest and critical things to get right, but you can test and refine it

- Focus on your top problems and not on your top features or benefits 

- Think in terms of your “finished story” benefit 

- Needs to be specific and avoid empty marketing words like fast, easy, simple

- High-level concept can be represented by an X for Y analogy
- Youtube = Flickr for Videos, so it should be a memorable sound bite that distills your 

story. Note that it's not your UVP or something you’d put on a landing page, but rather a 
meme that could be spread by WOM 



4 – solution   

- Identify a specific solution for each of the problems you have listed 

- These solutions are how you will deliver value to your users, so they can be at 
a higher level as well as at the more specific feature level 

- Your minimum viable product (MVP) should be built by taking into account the 
combination of your solution + unique value proposition + revenue



5 – unfair advantage  

- a.k.a. competitive advantage, which is something you can’t test, as it will be 
tested by competition in the market and copycats 

- Although people think that being first to market is an unfair advantage, it is 
often a disadvantage. First movers bear the burden of learning and marketing 
a new product, whereas fast follower get to build on top of that knowledge 

- What you can use to defend against competitive attack, so in essence, an 
unfair advantage is something that cannot be easily copied or bought 

- Examples include: insider info, personal authority, a dream team, existing 
customers, the right celebrity endorsements, large network effects, 
community, organic SEO ranking, patents, core values



6 – channels  

- Your paths to your consumers and one of the most risky items on the canvas 

- Shouldn't be something to defer to later – build and test from “day 1” 

- The goal is to identify channels early, as they take time to build

- Touchpoints with your customers – before, during, after purchase 

- It’s okay to start with outbound channels to jumpstart learning before building 
up to scalable and more inbound channels 

- OUTBOUND (push) — traditional paid advertising methods like banner and display Ads, 
TV, print, billboard, etc. and they have fallen out of favor because people ignore them   

- INBOUND (pull) —  more favored tools that pull in, rather than interrupt, a potential 
customer. These include content marketing, blogs, social media, search, influencer 
marketing, referrals, product placement, etc. 



7 – revenue streams   

- Pricing is often considered more of an art than a science, but it’s really both 

- Do value-based pricing rather than cost-based pricing 

- Look at existing alternatives as an anchor, but you don’t necessarily have to 
price your product close, if you offer more value 

- Pricing will also determine the type of consumers you attract 

- When setting pricing, keep early adopters in mind, as their initial adoption is 
what fuels growth



8 – cost structure   

- Helps you estimate the scope and feasibility of implementation 

- Impossible to predict accurately as things change a lot in a startup 

- Both fixed and variable costs should be estimated 

- This figure can be calculated by using how much you need to break even or a 
different metric of success



9 – key metrics 

- Define how success of your product will be measured, which can change 
during different stages of product development 

- Macro level: define the minimum success criteria within a 3-year time window
- Use revenue target and avoid using profit or company valuation targets 
- Could also frame it in terms of having some impact on the world (enabling a target 

number of users to derive significant utility) 

- Micro level: identify key user actions that measure users' experience of your 
value propositions 



Customer Discovery Research



Who should do customer discovery 
research?



Everyone 

- Mostly importantly, FOUNDERS with the power to iterate and pivot on the spot 

- Especially, anyone who has agency over product strategy 

- Everyone else should get involved, at least at some point and to some extent

- Yes, including the engineers, who don’t want to leave the building, because they can add a lot 
of value with their unique perspective, when observing and interacting with users 



When should do customer 
development research?



Always, always, always   

- Before you build – do customer discovery interviews and get out in the field 
and just observe your customer segment in their natural habitat 

- While you are building – at each level of an MVP, as often as you can! 

- After launch – all that ^ were hypotheses, keep validating product-market fit



What type of questions do quantitative 
vs. qualitative methods answer?



          Source



          Source



Don’t just use quantitative metrics that tell you what is going on, 
you also need to talk to people to understand why.  



WHY USE QUALITATIVE METHODS 

Companies talk a big game about how much they care about their 
customers and their problems, but it’s often in the abstract. Qual is 
a way to float that customer focus up to the surface. It’s a tool that 
allows you to encounter your users in the wild — not just view them 
as a hypothetical user or aggregated persona. Qual is about filling 
in the blanks. It’s exploratory. It’s about emotions. And since it 
seems squishy and hard to scale, it’s easier to write off. But 
startups do that at their own peril. We build better products and 
solve bigger problems when we keep real people in mind, and you 
just can’t get that without qual. 

Jesse Caesar
Researcher @ Pepsi and consultant @ Amazon 



Some qualitative data can and should be 
coded and turned into quantitative data 

🤯



Customer Discovery Interviews



1-on-1 interviews 

- Just you interviewing one user to learn about their story, attitudes and 
motivations (if possible, bring a notetaker so you can be more engaged)

- Start as early as you can, with or without an MVP, and you have to keep 
doing it, during customer discovery as well as validation and beyond… 

- 20-40 sample is good enough for “one study,” if you have targeted your 
personas well, and you can iterate your MVP during the study 

- Ideal if in person, OK-ish if over video and, only if you can’t, use the phone 

- Costly in terms of resources and time to conduct and analyze data, but GOLD  

     Resource 1     Resource 2



Resource



First, find the right customers to talk to.  

👶 👧 🧒 👦 👩 🧑 👨 👵 🧓 👴 👲 👳♀ 👳 🧕 🧔 
👱 👱♀ 👨🦰 👩🦰 👨🦱 👩🦱 👨🦲 👩🦲 👨🦳 👩🦳 🦸 🦸♂ 🦹 🦹♂ 👮♀ 
👮 👷♀ 👷 💂♀ 💂 🕵♀ 🕵 👩⚕ 👨⚕ 👩🌾 👨🌾 👩🍳 👨🍳 👩🎓 👨🎓 
👩🎤 👨🎤 👩🏫 👨🏫 👩🏭 👨🏭 👩💻 👨💻 👩💼 👨💼 👩🔧 👨🔧 👩🔬 👨🔬 👩🎨 
👨🎨 👩🚒 👨🚒 👩✈ 👨✈ 👩🚀 👨🚀 👩⚖ 👨⚖ 👰 🤵 👸 🤴 🤶 🎅 
🧙 🧙♂ 🧝 🧝♂ 🧛 🧛♂ 🧟 🧟♂ 🧞 🧞♂ 🧜 🧜♂ 🧚 🧚♂ 👼 
🤰💃 🕺🕴🐶 🐱🐒



Mostly👂and 👀, don’t 🗣 too much  

Do NOT pitch — 🚫 about selling 🤑  



When is it OK to bring up your 
product?



Discovery interview roadmap

1. Get to know them and their habits
2. Identify their pain points 
3. Learn about experience with alternatives
4. Introduce product/prototype/concept and ask for 

qual & quant feedback 
 





📝 their own words, not your summary 
🧐

Also, to record (audio/video), or not to 
record, that is the question.   



Go with the 🌊 and uncover the 🧩 
pieces, don’t rigidly follow the script 📋



Ask open-ended❓to avoid 👍 👎 
answers and don’t push with leading 
questions 

  



Ask for stories ⏳✍ that are way more 
🔍 informative than general statements 
🗯



Asking about past and present behavior 
🎞 is a better predictor of future 
behavior, than asking about future 
behavior 🔮



Echo technique

 
- The interviewer repeats the last phrase or word the user said, while using a 

slight interrogatory tone. Using the exact word(s) that the participant used 
ensures that the interviewer does not bias the participant by making a 
suggestion or describing anything in the interface. Instead, she just parrots 
and probes in a benign way. 

- Say these few words while using a tone that makes it clear that the phrase is 
a question. This will naturally put the user in the mindset of answering the 
question by elaborating on what he meant by those same words.

- User: This table is weird, well, hmmm, not sure what, uh…
- Facilitator: Not sure what? 
- OR Table is weird?

Resource



Dig deeper into their motivations, pain 
points, frustrations, and core emotions  

🤨 😐 😑 🙄 😣 😥 😪 😫 😒 ☹ 🙁 
😖 😞 😟 😤 😢 😭 😲 😦 😧 😨 😩 
🤯 😬 😰 😱 😡 😠 🤢 🤮 🥺 🤬 🙍 
🙍♂ 🙎 🙎♂ 🤷 🤷♂ 🤦 🤦♂ 🙅 🙅♂
 



🔨 keep asking “why?”
❓❓❓❓❓times 



Ask about the solutions they’ve used or 
are still using 🔋 🔌 💡 🔦 🕯







Also ask some quantitative questions 
🔢
 
Using a 1-7 scale, how frustrated were you when that happened? 

  not at all frustrated 
  very frustrated 



Source

How likely is it that you would recommend this product to a friend/colleague?





Source



Sean Ellis Test to measure product-market fit 

- How would you feel if you could no longer use the product/service?
1. Very disappointed → you want more than 40% very disappointed   
2. Somewhat disappointed
3. Not disappointed (it’s really isn’t that useful) 
4. I don’t want to use it anymore 

- Intentions ≠ action and it doesn’t guarantee success, but it’s a good indicator 

- Collect 50+ responses from a representative sample, but more is better 

- Sean suggests surveying people who “experienced the core product or the 
service at least twice,” but you really should collect it starting with your MVP

- It’s best to track it by persona rather than aggregated! 
Resource 1 Resource 2



Resource



👋 end interview with “what should I 
have asked you, but didn’t?” and listen 
for more… 

Also, ask for a referral to talk to 
someone else. 





Your most unhappy customers are your greatest 
source of learning.

Bill Gates
Business @ the Speed of Thought (1999)

$1 trillion market cap (June, 2019)








